Declaration of Intent to Anti-Corruption
Thai Industrial Standards Institute

The executives and officials of the Thai Industrial Standards Institute declare common intention to resist and reject corruption, foster clean and transparent Institute, undertake standardization operations by means of good governance, deliver service with transparency, integrity, accountability, and protect consumer for the maximum benefit of the country.

To fulfill the above intention, the Thai Industrial Standards Institute will:

1. Adhere to good governance principles including accountability, transparency, integrity, rule of law basis, public participation, and cost effectiveness.
2. Assure transparent service delivery by publicizing related criteria, work processes with time frame and fees as well as disclosing any information within legal framework.
3. Be a client/consumer-centric organization by allowing clients, consumers and stakeholders to participate in any related activities and collecting their suggestions and complaints for service improvement.
4. Resist, prevent and monitor all types of corruption and take the maximum penalty measures for offenders.
5. Raise awareness and enhance the values of ethics, honesty, sufficiency economy philosophy and anti-corruption which should be maintained by all officials.
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